After instructions and demographic questions, you will see this page:

Please enter your page number, line number, and comment. If you would like to make a general comment about the document as a whole, put 0 for page and line numbers.

* Page number for comment

* Line number for comment

* What is your comment?

* Do you want to add another comment?
  ○ Yes
  ○ No

This page will repeat if you say "yes" to submitting another comment. If you say "No" it will send you to the disclosure form reminder (next page in this preview).
Reminder that ASAM requires all guideline reviewers to disclose relevant relationships and potential COI. Please complete ASAM’s disclosure form in order for your comments to be considered. Please click "Done" below to submit your comments. Thank you!

At the end of the survey, you will receive this reminder to submit the disclosure form. If you click the link to the disclosure form, it will open in a new window and not disrupt your progress. Remember to hit "Done" to submit your comments!